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ABSTRACT- The evident truth is that concrete is the 

most generally involved building material for a wide range 

of exercises in the development business overall and will 

keep going for a really long time. In the past few decades, 

fabrication of high performance concrete(HPC) has 

attracted the attention of many researchers worldwide. High 

performance concrete is that concrete in which the working 

of concrete is better to that of ordinary concrete in terms of 

durability and strength properties. This research article 

derived its motivation from the fact that fabrication of HPC 

with factory made derivatives not only ensures high 

strength and durability but also is eco-friendly in nature. As 

a result, the principle admixtures used in this research are: 

Silica Dust, Residual ash and Steel Slag Aggregate. A range 

of tests (tests of Resistance of acid, test for Resistance of 

salt, sulphate and tests of  water absorption)have been 

performed to observe the properties of admixtures prepared. 

Results show that SFSSAC, RASSAC, SFRAC and 

SFRASSAC admixture outperforms the other CC blend and 

seems to be very promising in the near future. 

KEYWORDS- Concrete, Strength, Durability, Factory 

Made Derivatives 

I. INTRODUCTION 

High quality concrete is that concrete made of suitable 

materials (cement additives, chemical additives, industrial 

by-products, etc) Combined according to the design of 

selected mixtures and mixtures, transported, placed, 

combined and maintained to provide excellent performance 

in some concrete properties, such as high compressive 

strength, high density, low permeability and good resistance 

to certain chemical attacks.  

The aggregate is considered to be one of the important 

elements of concrete because it contains more than 70% 

concrete mix. River sand is generally used as a fine 

aggregate in concrete and is extracted from the extraction of 

sand from rivers. To that end, mining not only affects river 

aquifers, but also creates environmental problems. The use 

of industrial by-products or secondary materials has led to 

the production of cement and concrete in the construction 

industry. Several industries produce new industrial products 

and secondary materials. Concrete made from this material 

has an improved finish, mechanical properties and 

durability compared to conventional concrete. In recent 

decades, intensive research has been conducted to explore 

all other uses and products, such as supply stone (WFS), 

coal ash (CBA), cement powder (CKD) and wood ash 

(WA) to make cement. Controlled concrete and low 

resistance materials (CLSM). The use of natural resources 

and industrial production, as well as environmental 

pollution, require new solutions for sustainable 

development. 

hemant chore and M.P. Joshi study the rapid and reliable 

prediction of the strength of concrete would be of highly 

valuable for the civil engineers. method used to obtain the 

predictive relationship between properties and proportions 

of ingredients of concrete, compaction factor, weight of 

concrete cubes and strength of concrete and thus strength of 

concrete is predicted at early ,the compressive strength for 

7,28,40 and 90 days curing show good corellation 

coefficient using ordinary portland cement. The  derived 

formulae are very simple, straightforward and provide and 

effective analysis tool[14] 

However, previous studies found that factory-made 

derivatives might be utilised in place of concrete to increase 

financial gains, cut down on structural costs, and assure 

safety. As a result, the goal of this communication was to 

offer the best solution to the issue of mixing additive with 

concrete in order to make the best use of it. The rest of the 

text is structured as follows: The procedures and resources 

employed have been covered in Section 2. After then, 

Section 3 has specifics about the experimental setup. 

Results are displayed in Section 4 under the heading 

"Results and Discussion." Finally, Section 5 provides an 

overview of the conclusions and the future scope. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

This part contains a short outline of the literature on the 

impacts of modern results based on concrete in conditions 

of solidarity, strength and flexural conduct of built up 

concrete beams. Here, an itemized outline is given specific 

regard for industrial by-products used in concrete mix 
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construction, a concise outline of the text has been 

presented in this section. 

  Abul, K. Azad, and Ibrahim, Y. Hakeem. On  the concept 

of UHPC bars as tension reinforcement is introduced. 

Flexure behavior and strength of UHPC-reinforced concrete 

beams are examined.Tests support the concept of new 

hybrid construction using UHPC bars. Wider UHPC bars 

perform better than thicker bars having same cross-

sectional area. As steel-fiber reinforced ultra-high 

performance concrete (UHPC) has flexural tensile strength 

exceeding 30 MPa, a novel idea of utilizing UHPC bars as 

tension reinforcement to provide flexural strength has been 

explored in this work.[1] 

Adriana Trocoli AbdonDanta, Monica Batista Leite, and 

Koji de Jesus Nagahama.However, despite a few isolated 

cases of exceptions like this, artificial neural networks 

remained the most favored approach for predicting concrete 

strength. They  used an artificial neural network for the 

prediction of the compressive strength of concrete 

containing construction and demolition waste. The model 

was based on seventeen different input parameters.[2] 

Aggarwal p, aggarwal Y and gupta ,s.m. study the 20% of 

total ash content i.e, bottom ash as the substitution of fine 

aggregates. they study application of pumice aggregate in 

structural light weight concrete and effect of furnace bottom 

ash on properties of concrete.[3] 

v. Agarwal and A. Sharma study High Strength Concrete 

applicability of Neural Networks to predict the slump,as 

mix proportioning is time consuming process,thus Arificial 

Neural Networks is taken to develop models,for predicting 

slump in concrete, the most versatile Neural Network 

model is selected to Predict the slump in concrete ,arranged 

in the format of eight input parameters the cover the 

Cement, Fly Ash, Sand, Coarse Aggregate(10mm), Coarse 

Aggregate(20mm), water, Super-Plasticizer and 

Water/Binder ratio.[4] 

ahmed S. Ouda studied the characteristics of aggregates 

which can be used worldwide in nuclear facility concretes. 

the study found that, high-performance concrete including 

magnetite fine aggregate increase the shielding efficiency 

against Y-rays.the tests such as compression strength, 

density of concrete, radiation attenuation test, slump test 

and sheilding test are performed and found Barite aggregate 

has higher specific gravity then magnetite, goethite and 

serpentine aggregates also, water absorption of geothite 

aggregate were higher then barite ,magnetite and serpentine 

aggregate by 13,10 and 6% respectively.Concrete made 

with magnetite fine aggregate showed higher physico-

mechanical properties than the corresponding concrete 

containing barite and geothite. [5] 

pc aitcin study the durability problems of ordinary concrete 

and the use of unsuitable high water/binder ratios. High 

performance concrete are have water/binder ratio between 

0.30 and 0.40 are usually more durable than ordinary 

concrete and HPC have self-desiccation, when properly 

designed and cured, perform satisfactorily in very harsh 

environments. However, the fire resistance of HPC is not as 

good as that of ordinary concrete but not as bad as is written 

in some pessimistic reports. [6] 

 Aleksandrs Korjakins, Patricija Kara, Nikolajs Toropovs 

study the packing of fine aggregate affecting the properties 

of HPC,the denser is fine aggregate packing the better are 

the workability, compressive strength and watertightness. 

the effect of cavitation of silica fume with the aim of 

agglomerate disaggregating and surface activating proved 

to be simple, fast and relatively effective way to improve 

HPC properties, such as strength, watertightness and water 

absorption, the influence of cavitation treatment of small 

dispersed raw materials on the compressive strength 

properties of produced concrete has been evaluated[7] 

L.B. Andrade, J.C. Rocha,M. Cheriaf study the influence of 

the use of the use of coal bottom ash as a replacement for 

natural fine aggregates on the properties of concrete in the 

fresh state, behavioral tendencies are maintained when 

bottom ash is employed , in the fresh state the concretes 

produced with the bottom ash are susceptible to water loss 

by bleeding and the higher  the percentage of bottom ash 

used as a natural sand replacement the lower the 

deformation through plastic shrinkage.[8] 

Byung Hwan Oh, Soo Won Cha, Bong Seok jang, Seung 

Yup Jang study resistance of chloride penetration for 

determining durability of concrete e.g. resistance to 

freezing and thawing, corrosion of steel in concrete and 

other chemical attacks, and to develop high-performance 

concrete that has very high resistance to chloride 

penetration.[13] 

B.H Bharatkumar, R Narayan, B.k Raghuprasad, D.S 

Ramachandramurthy study the use of chemical and mineral 

admixtures such as superplasticiser and cement replacement 

materials respectively ,also the addition of fly ash or slag in 

concrete is helpful.A modified mixture design procedure 

based on the ACI method of normal concrete mix design 

has been proposed using efficiency factor of the mineral 

admixture.[12] 

Y.Bai, F.Darcy, P.A.M. Basheer study the strength and 

drying shrinkage of concrete using furnace bottom ash  in 

place of natural sand, the compressive strength and the 

drying shrinkage decreased with the increase of the FBA 

sand content at fixed w/c ratio.[11] 

ASTM C1202 sometimes called the rapid chloride  

permeablity test, or RCPT provides measurements 

governed by the pore structure and pore solution 

composition, the charge passed in coulombs, through a 

concrete disc that is placed between conductive solution of 

sodium cholride and sodium hydroxide. less charge passed 

correlates to greater resistance to chloride ingress.[10] 

ASTM C494 specifixation covers materials for use as 

chemical admixtures for water 

reducing,accelerating,specific performance, retarding 

admixtures.[9] 

Muller et al. (2015) on the fine example of high limit 

concrete he analyzed the outcomes of inspected the result of 

silica dust. He mixed 10% silicon dioxide in the concrete. 

Additionally, Magda (2015) performed up to 20% 

replacement of cement with enhanced silica dust he 

reviewed concrete that obliged silica dust and showed 

raised imperviousness to fire. One more review directed by 

Ozgur and Omer (2015) to come by the improved results of 

reused aggregate work was completed in lab to examine the 
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properties and assets of counting silica residue, and 

replacement with silica dust 0%, 5% and 10% was finished 

in the Portland concrete. 

One more review directed by Ahmed (2015) for assurance 

of gamma beams the advancement of high-capacity of high-

mass concrete with different aggregate was being made. 

Moreover, Eehab and Mohamed (2014) to get the critical 

improvement in the properties of new and hardened 

concrete prompted the use of high-limit concrete mixes in 

view of vent debris and silica dust.Yogesh and Siddique, 

(2014) perceived that the use of the leftover debris and 

foundry reject sand as fragmentary replacement in the fine 

example and properties of concrete and fine totals as a 

replacement and the rate of material with remaining debris 

in substantial lead to an enhance in the expect for water 

comparative with ordinary sand particles. 

From the review obviously industrial facility made 

subsidiaries when mixed with HPC has a higher extent of 

worked on quality combination and subsequently, is the 

decision for the current article. 

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Methodology 

To accomplish the above objectives, the accompanying 

strategy is utilized. The point of this study is to give a 

proficient method for delivering high quality concrete 

utilizing modern results, for example, silica smoke, 

groundwork and steel slag aggregate. An endeavor was 

made to track down the ideal blending proportion of the 

substitute material instead of cement, fine aggregate and 

coarse aggregate involving the blended design in IS 10262: 

2009. The example sizes are 150 mm x 150mm x 150 mm 

for blocks, 150 mm x 300 mm for chambers and 100 mm x 

100 mm x500 mm are utilized for crystals. The compressive 

strength, the split tensile strength and the flexural strength 

of the concrete with substitute still up in the air from the 

exploratory experimental outcomes. In view of the 

compressive strength of a solitary mix combination, the 

ideal replacement level blend for the substantial ought still 

up in the air for additional examination. A sum of 60 

samples are intended to be poured for exploratory testing of 

conventional concrete and concrete substitute materials, for 

example 20 solid shapes for the compressive strength, 20 

cylinders for the parting rigidity and 20 prisms for the 

flexural strength of concrete. 

The selected three paired blends mix SFBAC, SFSSAC, 

BASSAC and a ternary mix blend SFBASSAC is gotten 

from results with a solitary mix. With the ideal swap level 

for the mix of paired and ternary blends, the compressive 

strength is found at the age of 28, 56, 90 and 180 days, the 

split rigidity and flexural strength at 28 years old days. For 

trial testing of regular concrete and HPC blends, a sum of 

50 samples must be poured, for example 30 blocks for the 

compressive strength test, 10 chambers for a split tractable 

test and 10 chambers for the modulus of versatility and 15 

prisms for the flexural strength trial of concrete. 

To accomplish the solid concrete, even its solidarity 

execution is far superior to the durability of the concrete, 

which is the principal measure for the concrete strength. 

Considering the above mentioned, strength tests, for 

example, corrosive obstruction, salt resistance, sulfate 

resistance, water ingestion and quick infiltration tests are 

performed. The non-destructive tests, for example, the 

rebound hammer test and the ultrasonic heartbeat 

recurrence test are performed when the perseverance tests. 

A sum of 75 examples were projected for trial testing of 

conventional concrete and HPC blends: 60 solid shapes for 

corrosive opposition testing, salt obstruction testing and 

sulfate opposition testing, 15 circle chambers of 100mm x 

50mm for quick chloride penetration testing. 

B. Materials used 

HPC is ready through different major parts like ordinary 

concrete, but has raised subjective and processable 

execution, making it a most recent substitute material. 

Turning down the water content to a tiny force through a 

raised measure of substance combinations is undesirable, 

and the proficiency of compound blends basically super 

plasticizers is undesirable. Pozzolanic material alongside 

Factory made subsidiaries, for example, silica dust, leftover 

debris and heater steel squander which are utilized instead 

of concrete ingredients cement fine aggregate and coarse 

aggregate blend by the course of hydrogenation in which 

they respond. At the point when synthetic blends with 

processing plant made subsidiaries when they are subbed by 

cement, fine aggregate and coarse aggregate are on the 

whole utilized the item is top notch concrete in which 

usefulness is worked on checked by droop esteem and 

different properties of solidarity like strength for flexure, 

strain, pressure and modulus of flexibility of concrete. For 

checking the enduring presentation test performed, 

obstruction against salt, sulfate, and corrosive likewise 

infiltration of chloride particle and assimilation of water 

test. Plant made subordinates when applied likewise worked 

on the flexural execution of HPC beams with different 

structures like burden difference properties, energy 

capacity, torque, flexural conduct, pliability and burden 

stretching condition. 

The plan of the blend depends on the proposals of the clear 

volume technique according to IS 10262-1982. At water 

cement ratios range between 0.40-0.55 various mixes are 

intended to accomplish a grade of M30 and their 

compressive strength is checked. The plan of substantial 

blends consolidates choosing the segments of the fixings so 

the setup creates a sythesis fully intent on having clear 

properties in new and relieved state. To achieve the specific 

design of execution and homogeny necessities, a generally 

most ideal joining proportion of HPC is incredibly huge. No 

exact core values are available for the HPC blend segment. 

In light of the possible information the test and blunder 

strategy are performed to get the imperative mix 

proportions. In light of the particulars of the ordinary 

concrete mixes is the other strategy utilized. To get the 

essential properties for both new and restored cement to 

consolidate divergent concrete parts the procedure utilized 

is by blend proportioning. For cement, fine aggregate and 

coarse aggregate assessment mix extents are ready as given 

in table 1 (Here, C-cement, FA-fine aggregate, CA-coarse 
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aggregate, w/c-water-cement ratio, fck-7 days compressive 

strength in MPa). 

For concrete grade of M30, the compressive strength at 

divergent w/c ratios of 0.45 and 0.55 was investigated. The 

test sytheses depended on the congruity of the cone slump 

values somewhere in the range of 55 and 75 mm. The 

normal of 4 3D squares or cubes was cast to track down 

compressive strength for approaching blending proportions. 

Finally, combination third was picked for its better 

functionality and compressive strength contrasted with 

other joining circulations. A definitive blend dispersion was 

1: 1.51: 3.23 with a w/c proportion of 0.55. 

IV. DURABILITY WORK ON HIGH      

PERFORMANCE       CONCRETE 

The concrete's toughness is essential since it must endure 

the conditions under which it was constructed throughout 

the duration of the structure. According to studies, high-

quality concrete by itself cannot function effectively in 

hostile situations. The term "durability" refers to concrete's 

ability to withstand a wide range of physical or chemical 

attacks brought on by both internal and external factors. 

The proper selection and dosing of the material components 

are necessary for the creation of high-quality concrete. It 

frequently results in a composite that is primarily 

distinguished by its low porosity and fine pore structure. 

Additionally, it increases the concrete's longevity by 

enhancing its resistance to the entrance of contaminants 

such carbon dioxide, water, oxygen, and chloride and 

sulphate ions which enhances durability properties. In the 

recent experimental studies, the following durability tests 

have been performed. 

A. Resistance of Acid Test 

To determine the blockage of the concrete cubes that were 

exposed to acid attack, an acid proof examination was 

conducted. The 150 mm cube prototype underwent acid 

proof testing after being cured with water for 28 days, 

weighed, and then immersed in diluted sulfuric acid for 30 

days at a weight % as depicted in figure 1. After 30 days of 

continuous dipping, these cubes were removed, desiccated 

for 24 hours at room temperature, and then cleaned on all 

sides before being weighed once more to determine the 

weight reduction percentage. To determine the % strength 

reduction, compression tests were run. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Sample dipped in 1% Diluted Sulphuric Acid 

Solution 

B. Resistance of Salt Test 

To determine the durability of the concrete cubes exposed 

to salt-containing sea water, a salt proof test was conducted. 

The salt volume spreads out, creating internal forces that 

finally cause internal rupture and collapse. To gauge the 

weight loss and rate of firmness loss brought on by salt 

assault, concrete cubes 150 mm x 150 mm x 150 mm in 

size were moulded. Following a 28-day curing period, the 

mass of the cube units was determined, and they were 

subsequently dipped into a diluted 3% solution of sodium 

chloride as illustrated in Figure 2. 

Figure 2: Sample submerged in 3% diluted sodium chloride 

solution 

These cubes were removed after one month of dipping, and 

their mass was calculated to determine the percentage loss 

of mass. To determine the percentage loss of strength, 

compression tests were conducted. 

 

C. Resistance of Sulphate Test 

To study the impact of sulphate on concrete blocks exposed 

to sulphate contact, the sulpate proof examination was 

conducted. The chemical reaction-induced volume 

expansion creates internal pressures that eventually prevent 

collapse by causing an internal breach. Concrete cubes 

measuring 150mm x 150mm x 150mm are sculpted to 

simulate the weight loss and strength loss caused by 

sulphate ions. The blocks were then submerged in a 5% 

diluted sodium sulphate solution after their mass was  

Figure 3: Sample dipped in Diluted 5 % Sodium Sulphate 

Solution 
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determined. After one month, the cubes were removed, and 

the weight was calculated, as shown in Figure 3. 

D. Absorption of Water Test 

The blocks used in the water absorption sample were 150 

mm 150 mm 150 mm in size, measured at 28 days old, sun 

dried, and then submerged in water for 24 hours after being 

chilled to room temperature. At regular intervals, the blocks 

were pulled from the water and weighed as shown in Figure 

4. 

The difference between the estimated soaked water mass 

and the communicated arid weight is how the absorption of 

water is indicated. Water absorption is calculated using the 

following relationship: 

Water absorption in percentage= 

         x 100 

 

Figure 4: Sample dipped in Water for Water Absorption 

Test 

V. TESTS OUTCOMES ON DURABILITY 

WORK 

A. Test outcomes on Resistance of Acid 

According to loss of mass and loss of strength, the results of 

the acid proof test for various concrete mixtures are 

represented in percentage as given in Table 1. 

Experience with regular concrete combinations and HPC 

combinations has shown how factory-made derivatives 

affect the acid resistance of concrete combinations. 

Table 1: Results Of Acid Test Resistance For HPC Mixes 

 

For mixes of CC, SFRAC, SFSSAC, RASSAC, and 

SFRASSAC, the weight drop values were 7.46%, 4.42%, 

2.31%, 3.96%, and 6.22%, respectively. For all 

combinations, the average weight loss ranged from 2.31% 

to 6.13% for CC. In order to determine whether the mixture 

of all combinations when exposed to acid attack, SFSSAC 

had a mass loss percentage in the combination of only 

2.31%. As a result, the HPSS combination with SFPSAC 

demonstrated a higher resistance to acid attack. 

Prior to and after dipping, the compression intensities of 

CC, SFRAC, SFSSAC, RASSAC, and SFRASSAC were 

computed. After dipping for a month in 1% diluted H2SO4, 

the amounts of CC, SFRAC, SFSSAC, RASSAC, and 

SFRASSAC were, respectively, 5.09%, 2.66%, 4.21%, 

3.13%, and 2.34%. The results showed that the SFRAC, 

SFSSAC, and RASSAC combinations had a medium 

proportion compression intensity and a lowered degree of 

concrete deterioration from acid assault. 

When comparing the combination RASSAC to cement 

concrete, there was only a very slight weight decrease noted 

(2.31%) when the overall weight values were discovered to 

have decreased in comparison to cement concrete. The 

strength drop in the SFRASSAC combination decreased to 

a smaller value of 2.34 due to the presence of all factory-

made derivatives. The analysis's findings revealed that the 

SFRAC combo suffered from a smaller percentage of 

strength loss. As can be seen in Figures 5 and 6, the buildup 

of silica dust, residual ash, and furnace steel waste 

improved the concrete's resistance to acid based on the 

reduction in weight and strength compared to regular 

concrete.

 
Figure 5: Percentage of Mass Drop on Acid Test Resistance 

 
Figure 6: Strength loss on acid resistance test as a 

percentage 
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B. Test outcomes on Resistance of Salt 

In Table 2, the findings of the salt resistance examination 

are shown as the mass and strength percentage losses for 

various concrete blends. The effect of manufactured 

derivatives on various concrete mixes' resistance to salt was 

discussed in terms of mass loss across all blends. 

Table 2: Results of the Salt Resistance Test for HPC 

Mixtures 

 

The weight drop fractions for the CC, SFRAC, SFSSAC, 

RASSAC, and SFRASSAC combinations, respectively, 

were 8.11%, 2.04%, 3.38%, 1.53%, and 6.69%. The 

average weight loss for all combinations for CC remained 

between 1.53% and 6.69%. As a result, it became apparent 

from the trial's results that salt, especially in the blend, 

managed to streak the blends of all combinations. RASSAC 

1.53% saw a negligible amount of weight loss. As a result, 

HPC blends including RASSAC displayed an increased 

defence against salt attack. This resulted from the 

combination of the bits' high-quality hardness and 

condensed particle dimension. For CC, all weight value 

losses were less, and the RASSAC mix reported a very 

small weight value loss of just 1%. The HPC combinations 

SFSSAC thus demonstrated a greater resistance of 3.38% in 

addition to salt attack with a proportionate loss in weight. 

Prior to and after dipping, the compression intensities of 

CC, SFRAC, SFSSAC, RASSAC, and SFRASSAC were 

discussed. The compression intensities of CC, SFBAC, 

SFSSAC,.RASSAC, and SFRASSAC were determined to 

be 8.88%, 5.73%, 4.52%, 4.77%, and 4.77% in that 

sequence after being submerged in a 3% NaCl mixture for a 

month, According to calculations, the compression 

intensities of CC, SFBAC, SFSSAC,.RASSAC, and 

SFRASSAC were respectively 8.88%, 5.73%, 4.52%, 

4.77%, and 4.77%. Figures 7 and 8 from the test results 

reveal that the SFBAC blend had an advanced value of 

5.97% loss in strength and the effects of weight and 

intensity drop compared to regular concrete. 

 
Figure. 7: Percentage of Mass drop on Resistance of salt 

Test 

 
Figure. 8: Percentage of Strength drop on Resistance of salt 

Test 

The results showed that the concrete exposed to salt attack 

had a combination of SFSSAC, RASSAC, and SFRASSAC 

appropriate proportions of compression intensity and 

condensed rate of deteriorating. Due to the presence of all 

three factory-made derivatives, the intensity drop in the 

combination of RASSAC and SFRASSAC achieved a 

lower value, namely 4.77%. 

C. Test outcomes on Resistance of Sulphate 

Table 3: Outcomes of Resistance of sulphate Test for HPC 

Mixes 

 

Table 3 displays the results of the sulphate hindrance 

analysis for combinations of different concrete in terms of 

weight and strength loss percentages. With regular concrete 

blends and a mixture of HPC, the impacts of factory-made 

derivatives on the sulphate hindrance of concrete 

combinations have been detected. 
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Accordingly, 5.70%, 3.70%, 2.16%, 2.45%, and 3.36% of 

the mass percentage were reduced. The average weight loss 

in relation to CC was between 2.16% and 3.70% for each 

combination of CC, SFRAC, SFSSAC, RASSAC, and 

SFRASSAC. For instance, it was discovered from the trial 

results that the SFSSAC combination in particular had a 

tiny percent value or percent when the mixture of all blends 

was subjected to sulpher attack, SFSSAC combo in 

particular had a negligible percent value or percent or 

2.16% of the decline in weight proportion. As a result, HPC 

expressions with SFSSAC articulation shown greater 

resistance to sulphate assault. 

The compression intensity of beam sample CC, SFRAC, 

SFSSAC, RASSAC, and SFRASSAC was calculated both 

before and after dipping. When samples of CC, SFRAC, 

SFSSAC, RASSAC, and SFRASSAC were submerged in 

sodium sulphate solution for a month at a 5% concentration, 

the strength loss was 5.90%, 3.78%, 3.99%, 4.06%, and 

4.70%, respectively. The results of the aforementioned 

work show that when exposed to sulphate assault, the 

combinations of SFRASSAC and RASSAC had a fair 

fraction of compression intensity and condensed quantity of 

concrete deteriorating. Sulfate is related to dispersible 

Ca(OH)2, which is created when Portland cement is 

hydrogenated to create CaSO4. The excess of the resulting 

calcium sulphate over the components causes internal 

forces that cause the concrete to crack. In the SFRAC 

combination, the decline in intensity reached a lower value 

of 3.78%. The results of the examination revealed that the 

SFRAC combination blend had a drop in mass and intensity 

in proportions, and the effect of this drop was evident when 

compared to regular concrete, as shown in Figures 9 and 10.

 
Figure 9: Percentage of  Mass drop on  Resistance of 

sulphate 

 
Figure 10: Percentage of Strength drop on Resistance of 

sulphate 

D. Test outcomes on Water Absorption 

Table 4: Outcome of Absorption of water Test for HPC 

Mixes 

 

Table 4 displays the results of the water inclusion tests for various 

concrete mixtures for water loss. The water response of M30 

group HP30 combined with a w/c fraction of 0.55 at 28 days 

revealed that SFRAC's HPC combo were raised at 6.26%. The 

results showed that each HPC blend had a lower H2O 

incorporation percentage than CC, with the SFSSAC blend having 

the lowest H2O incorporation percentage of all at 5.21%. 

 
Figure 11: Percentage of Absorption of water for HPC 

Mixes 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The main findings from this work are listed below. 

 Before and after dipping, the compressive strengths of CC, 

SFRA, SFSSA, RASSA, and SFRSSA were measured. The 

HPC blend was discovered to have spectacular acid inhibition 

in 1% sulfuric acid solution. The SFSSAC blend experienced a 

bigger weight reduction in the acid hindrance test than the 

other combinations (2.75%), and the SFRASSAC blend 
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experienced a considerably smaller strength drop (5.53% CC). 

The BASSAC blend displayed a total weight loss behaviour of 

4.30% in the salt hindrance test for all combinations, while the 

combination's strength dropped by an incredibly modest 

8.60% compared to CC. 

 As the weight loss was 1.63% and the strength loss in the 

SFRAC mix was 5.58% compared to CC, Concrete RASSAC 

demonstrated exceptional sulphate hindrance in 5% sodium 

sulphate solution. Intake of water was 10.56%, 9.12%, 8.97%, 

and 3.58% less in SFRAC, SFSSAC, RASSAC, and 

SFRASSAC, respectively, than in CC. Rapid chloride 

penetration findings for RCPT were compared to the CC 

proportions for SFRAC, SFSSAC, RASSAC, and 

SFRASSAC, which were 19.24%, 39.03%, 16.85%, and 

4.66%, respectively. When compared to all the specimens, the 

penetration of chloride ions in the SFRAC blend was 1020 

microcoulombs. 

 When factory-made derivatives are incorporated into high-

quality concrete beams, the fracture widths at the 

serviceability and final stages are reduced, and the number of 

ruptures is also decreased.  
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